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THE champagne was flowing in 
Savenio’s Brisbane office last week 
as the agency celebrated the official 
opening of its new luxury office 
space in iconic Waterfront Place.

Savenio’s Independent Travel 
Designers joined suppliers & 
partners from across the industry 
for a tour of the new office, home 
to the first Savenio Travel Hub.

Designed by Pam Ellis 
International Interior Design, 
with bespoke features including 
a champagne bar, a purple moss 
wall and designer furniture, the 
office has views across the Brisbane 
river from its vantage point on the 
building’s 29th floor.

“We wanted to create a truly 
beautiful space to work in, 
something that reflects the quality 
of our agents and their work, 
and the clients they service,” said 
managing director David Brandon.

“Our aim was to offer a sensory 
experience with key stand-out 
furniture pieces, and various 
seating areas where affiliates, 
clients, colleagues and suppliers 

can network, entertain & do 
business in luxurious surrounds.” 

The Savenio model is unique 
in the travel industry, operating 
as a network of individual 
agency businesses all connected 
through the Savenio brand, and 
the Travel Hub is a space where 
they can hold meetings, see 
clients or just work in a shared 
environment.

For more information, 
take a closer look at
www.savenio.com.au.

Savenio launches new travel hub

DAVID Brandon with Pam Ellis, Savenio Travel Hub Brisbane Designer.

DAVID Brandon, 

Christine Sheedy, 
ICS Travel Group 
(Virtuoso), 
and Adrian 
Clarke, head 
of marketing, 
Virtuoso APAC.

DAVID Brandon, 
Michelle Black, 
Viking Cruises, 
and Adrian Clarke, 
head of marketing 
Virtuoso APAC.

JACK Brandon, Paula Brown and 

Andrew Challinor.

SAVENIO’S Brisbane-based 
Independent Travel Designers.

DAVID Brandon with the 
purple moss entrance sign. WILL Brandon, Hyatt, 

and David Brandon.

JACK Brandon and Elsa 
McLean, Regent Seven Seas 
Cruises, & David Brandon.
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CAROL Baker, LATAM Airlines, Mark 
Morrow, Excite Holidays & Donna 
Phillips Savenio Travel Designer.
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